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at Oxford the buildings of Keble College by William Butter-field
(chapel completed 1876) represented the last ambitious kicks
of the more aggressive Gothic revivalists. The Oxford Examina-
tion Schools by T. G. Jackson (1882), discarding Gothic for
English renaissance, afford one of the first large examples of
the return to styles more congruous with modern needs and capa-
cities. But perhaps the typical architect of these sixteen years is
Alfred Waterhouse, whose Manchester Town Hall (1877) was
still an orthodox, though very skilful, essay in Gothic, but who
subsequently worked his way to modified styles, showing a much
greater sense of reality.
Turning to the great plastic arts of painting and sculpture, we
find them also embarrassed and confused at this period by new
conditions set up through mechanical inventions* Down to the
advent of photography their starting-point had always been repre-
sentation. The only way to obtain a likeness ofanythtng or any-
body was to get some one to draw it or model it* For art ists other
than decorative designers this had been the immemorial basis
of their activity, upon which everything else, however vital, was
in a sense superstructure. Photography destroyed it. The sun
was made able to reproduce any actual optical image far more
accurately and certainly than the most skilful hand could* With
such a rival it became useless to compete- So art had to orient
itself anew—to get away at all costs from exact representation,
and to concentrate upon things which photography could not
do. This need was realized and faced in France a whole genera-
tion earlier than in England; and hence from the middle of the
nineteenth century the decisive rise of French painting to pri-
macy. But London in 1870 was unaware of it. The body with
highest official prestige, the Royal Academy, was following
leaders like Leighton and Millais, whose whole bent was repre-
sentation. That even this had been so much narrowed down to
pictorial story-telling may be explained by the circumstance
that drawn illustrations for journals and books formed the eco-
nomic standby of all rising English artists.1 Aside from this
popular current, G. F. Watts's best portraits of eminent men date
from the yean under survey; so do many of his allegorical pic-
1 It was not till the early nineties that this was largely taken away from them
by the development of the proceRa«block for printing from photograph*. Illustra-
tion seems to have had less economic importance in France, though fame great
artists there, <*,g* Daurnier, reflect its influence.

